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Presidents Report

Presidents Report

by Deborah Mullins
Reminders for May
Club Nights and Workshops:

Hi,
The year is rapidly passing – Autumn
already. And a quick Autumn it has
been for the colours – my trees have

•

Monthly Meeting 1 May

•

Tech Night 7 May: creative blur: bring cameras and lenses, tripod

•

Saturday 19 May Doug’s Walkabout

•

25-27 May: VAPS Convention: Registra-

nearly finished already with the

tions Close on 7 May!

leaves drying out and dropping be-

•

fore there was much colour at all.

•

And to date very few fungi. With lit-

Next club night 5 June - hand in Classic Cars
and Vehicles and Open
Saturday 23 June: Photoshop: Beyond the
Basics

tle rain around they are all staying
put in the ground. Watch out though
for the great images from Greg
Boldiston who gave our fungi talk
last year – he seems to be finding
some amazing ones up on the
Mount.

VAPS Convention: 25-27 May

The club has been able to put in a
great submission for the VAPS inter-

Quite a few of our club members are attending

club taking place later this month.

Registrations are closing soon: 7 May

We will have the images and all the

If you are not sure what it is all about just have

results for show at our June Club
meeting. Good luck to all clubs in
Victoria.

Fletcher, Ron Mathews or any of the others
who have attended before.

You can download the registration form
here: http://bit.ly/2018VAPSRegistration
Download the convention programme
here: http://bit.ly/2018VAPSProgramme

Deborah Mullins
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Workshop: Photoshop: Beyond the Basics
Date: Saturday 23 June, 2018
Time: 10.am – 1.00pm
Cost: $10
Facilitator: Deborah Mullins
Content Overview: This workshop is aimed at taking participant further into the mysteries of Photoshop. It is expected that
people attending know the basics of the program (how to process in raw, using the commonly utilised adjustments layers, eg
curves, levels, B+W conversion, etc, and some of the commonly used techniques such as cloning sharpening – all topics covered in the Basics Workshop)
Topics for this workshop will include: more advanced selections, composite images, using smart objects and filters, transforming your image to name a few
To register your interest in attending please contact Deborah E: president@macedon-ranges-photography.org.au or register
your interest at the next club night. There will be a limit to the number of places.

7 May: Tech Night: Creative Blur
Our judged competition set subject in October is Creative Blur. This tech night will demonstrate some
of the many techniques that you can use to deliberately and with a specific purpose, blur your images.
We have three very creative photographers from the club demonstrating the techniques they use to
create those images: Ronda Woolgar, Cheryl Connell and Deborah Mullins.
There will be ample time to practice many of the techniques so bring along your camera, lenses and a
tripod and lets have some fun.
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MRPS 30 Week Challenge

Lots of really interesting images so far. Its great to see so many club members looking out of the
normal to find interesting takes on each of the challenge topics.
Coming up:
April 30: Week 5 : Body Parts
May 7: Week 6 : Negative Space
Body Parts : Pretty self explanatory!
Negative Space: This one is a little tougher. From Wikipedia, that font of all knowledge: Negative
space, in art, is the space around and between the subject(s) of an image. Negative space may be
most evident when the space around a subject, not the subject itself, forms an interesting or artistically relevant shape, and such space occasionally is used to artistic effect as the "real" subject of an
image.
There are some classic images using this concept:

What do you see?
But is can be used as in a technique I often use where it is the space around that is vital to the story
not just the subject. I have a very low horizon and loads of sky that, to me anyway tells the story of
our great outback where with flat horizons reinforce the scale of the sky – subject is the hills – the
negative space the sky.

For assistance

Ronda Woolgar: competition@macedon-ranges-photography.org.au
Deborah Mullins: president@macedon-ranges-photography.org.au
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Doug's Walkabouts

Saturday 21st April
We made the most of a fabulous autumn day by going
Walkabout at the Upper
Coliban Dam
Although there was no water
flowing over the spillway we
found plenty of different subjects to photograph..
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Doug's Walkabouts

When I first joined MRPS one member noted my nationality & said I would be helpful to allow the club
to resurrect their ambition of a trip to NZ
That member, one James Coy handed me the old itinerary which had been made up ,with the idea I could
give my blessing or put light onto better things.
Well I considered this old itinerary too long & trying
to cover to many places which involved nightmares
for travel & accommodation..
My idea or suggestion would be ,Fly to Queenstown ,stay at the Hyatt hotel that night, then travel to
Te Anau to board a cruise which would take in 5 days
around the Dusky sounds & other far reaching southern areas of the South Is .Then on return have 2 days
in the Wanaka, Wakatipu & Queenstown area before
coming home & I can guarantee you will have worn
your cameras out by then

Affinity Photo

Anyone requiring one
on one hands on tutoring on all basic editing,
Raw developing & some
quick finer moves,
should give me Doug
Hunwick a ring
ph
0435178453 to discuss
convenient times
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From James Holgate — Advice of a new resource for Affinity users

We're over the moon to tell you about the launch of Affinity Spotlight, the new place to go for creative inspiration, learning resources and Affinity news. Whether it’s features on artists and photographers using
Affinity, tutorials on how to get the best from the apps, behind-the-scenes insight or news and updates, it
will all be posted on Affinity Spotlight.
We’ve literally just made the site live and we’d love you to check it out!

VISIT AFFINITY SPOTLIGHT

Of course, this is just the start—we’ll be posting new stories and articles each week and as a valued member
of our community, you can look forward to a roundup of our top articles delivered straight to your inbox
once a fortnight.
We hope you like what we’ve done and enjoy reading our stories, if you have any feedback then please let
us know on Facebook, Twitter or on our forums.
All the best,
The Affinity Team
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2016- 17 Committee Members
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